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Update on NEPSi & RCS
Once again the European mortar industry’s showed an impeccable engagement in
this year’s NEPSi reporting. EMO’s secretariat had encouraged its members to show
the same strong commitment as for previous reporting periods and was not
disappointed. When after an extension of the deadline the reporting website finally
closed, it showed that our industry is fully committed to NEPSi as ever, or more
precise more than ever! EMO members increased the number of workers covered
by in the reporting period by 14 % compared to 2014. We cracked the 10.000
employees mark and set a new own record! Also in comparison with other sectors
EMO can be very proud of its commitment, as overview at the end of this Newsflash
shows.
The joy about this great EMO result was spoiled last Friday 13th May, when the
Commission officially presented a proposal for amending the Carcinogen and
Mutagens at Work Directive (CMD). As part of the proposed amendments
Respirable Crystalline Silica now is included in the CMD with an occupational
exposure limit value of 0,1 mg/m³. With this “preventative approach”, as
Commissioner Marianne Thyssen (Belgium) called it at the press conference last
Friday, the European Commission believes it “will save 100,000 lives in the next 50
years”. The press conference was accompanied by a press release and a fact sheet
justifying the decision.
Although this news did not come as much of a surprise, we and a number of fellow
colleagues from the other NEPSi employers’ associations are nevertheless
disappointed. The question now naturally is: what’s the point in continuing the
Social Dialogue Agreement NEPSi anymore? We have hoped and lobbied for
benefits if not an exemption from the CMD for the NEPSi signatories and all we can
find in that respect is a reference to NEPSi in recital (6) of the proposed amendment.
There it says that guides and good practice developed through initiatives such as
NEPSi are “valuable instruments to complement regulatory measures and in
particular to support the effective implementation of limit values”, but the proposed
articles show no proof of valuation by the Commission. So, what can the NEPSi
consortium still do and try? EMO is engaged in drafting a common press release at

NEPSi level to express our expectations and has called for a meeting of NEPSi
employees a.s.a.p. to discuss strategies and actions.
While it seems pointless to continue promoting NEPSi, we still have to, last but not
least as we are committed due to the European funds NEPSi received to run an
awareness campaign. Starting next week, a number of NEPSi webinars will be held to
raise the awareness for the protection of workers against Respirable Crystalline
Silica. The target audience for the webinars are naturally industries and
manufacturers that do not participate in NEPSi. Besides raising awareness, the
intention of the webinar was and still is to gain new supporters for the Social Dialogue
Agreement. With the Commission’s communication from last Friday, the latter target
seems obsolete, but as long as there is a glimpse of hope that we may succeed in
achieving a relief or even an exemption from the CMD, we must continue doing our
best. We have therefore been asked by the NEPSi consortium to help disseminating
the webinars and dates to interested parties, also by asking our members for
support. Therefore, please circulate the following information about the webinars
through your national channels and networks!
Date & Time

Language

Registration Website

23 May, 11h00 – 12h00

Spanish

Registration Spanish Webinar

2 June, 13h30 – 14h30

French

Registration French Webinar

7 June, 14h00 – 15h00

Italian

Registration Italian Webinar

14 June, 11h00 – 12h00

German

Registration German Webinar

Further dates will be published here.
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